SUBSCRIBE & SAVE

HOW TO BOOK

Save 30% and see the Festival
for just $9.50 per film with a
subscription, or dip into the
festival with a 5-Film Flexipass
for just $11 per film.

Online: sff.org.au/tff
By Phone: 02 8220 6600
In Person: Majestic Cinemas
Sawtell and Port Macquarie

FULL SUBSCRIPTION
$85.50 Adult $76.50 Concession
5-FILM FLEXIPASS
$55 Adult       $50 Concession
SINGLE TICKETS
$14.50 Adult $12.50 Concession
$10 Kids/Students
$10 The Final Quarter
Subscriptions are transferable but admit only
one person per film. Excludes The Final Quarter.
Flexipasses must be redeemed prior to the
start of the festival.
Flexipasses can be redeemed for one ticket
per film only. Excludes The Final Quarter.
Concessions: unemployed, pensioners &
seniors - upon presentation of ID.
All films start at the advertised time.

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE

PORT MACQUARIE

SAWTELL

FRIDAY 16 AUGUST

FRIDAY 30 AUGUST

SATURDAY 17 AUGUST

SATURDAY 31 AUGUST

6:00 PM
7:00 PM

Majestic Cinemas
Sawtell: First Avenue
Port Macquarie: Cnr Horton and
Clarence Streets

11:45 AM
2:15 PM
4:30 PM
8:30 PM

PRESENTED BY
Sydney Film Festival

OPENING NIGHT RECEPTION
STANDING UP FOR SUNNY (15+)

APOLLO 11 (15+)
Screens with short film PRONE TO THE DRONE (15+)
SLAM (MA15+)
KURSK (M)
NEVER LOOK AWAY (M)

Phone:
02 8220 6600
Email:
tff@sff.org.au
Website: sff.org.au/tff

SUNDAY 18 AUGUST

Cover image: Vai

7:15 PM

TRAVELLING FILM FESTIVAL VISITS…
NT Alice Springs, Darwin, Katherine QLD Bundaberg, Cairns, Mackay, Nambour, Toowoomba, Townsville
NSW Huskisson, Newcastle, Port Macquarie, Sawtell, Tamworth, Ulladulla, Wagga Wagga, Wollongong
TFF AT SEA to New Caledonia & Vanuato roundtrip Sydney

10:00 AM
11:45 AM
2:30 PM
4:45 PM

Vai

MID NORTH COAST
Distinguished Partner

Travelling Film Festival acknowledges the financial assistance of Screen Australia, Create NSW and
is supported by media partner ABC Mid North Coast and distinguished partner Princess Cruises.

MAJESTIC CINEMAS
PORT MACQUARIE 16 AUG - 18 AUG 2019
SAWTELL 30 AUG - 1 SEP 2019

THE FINAL QUARTER (PG) (Not included in subscription)
THE BIGGEST LITTLE FARM (All Ages)
YULI (M)
VAI (15+)
Screens with short film DELUGE (15+)
PHOTOGRAPH (All Ages)

6:00 PM
7:00 PM

OPENING NIGHT RECEPTION
JUDY & PUNCH (15+)

10:00 AM APOLLO 11 (15+)
Screens with short film PRONE TO THE DRONE (15+)
12:15 PM PHOTOGRAPH (All Ages)
2:30 PM NEVER LOOK AWAY (M)
6:30 PM STANDING UP FOR SUNNY (15+)
Screens with short film MAGNETIC (15+)

SUNDAY 1 SEPTEMBER

10:00 AM THE FINAL QUARTER (PG) (Not included in subscription)
11:45 AM THE BIGGEST LITTLE FARM (All Ages)
2:00 PM VAI (15+)
Screens with short film DELUGE (15+)
4:00 PM BELLBIRD (M)
6:30 PM DAFFODILS (M)

Short Films included in the TFF are part of a Create NSW initiative to boost
participation of underrepresented groups in the screen industry and grow
participation with a range of industry professionals, showcasing films by
filmmakers with disability in a festival context.

Short Films included in the TFF are part of a Create NSW initiative to boost
participation of underrepresented groups in the screen industry and grow
participation with a range of industry professionals, showcasing films by
filmmakers with disability in a festival context.

TICKETS VIA
SFF.ORG.AU/PORTMACQUARIE

TICKETS VIA
SFF.ORG.AU/SAWTELL

SUPPORT TFF

OPENING NIGHT: PORT MACQUARIE

OPENING NIGHT: SAWTELL

STAY IN TOUCH

STANDING UP FOR SUNNY

JUDY & PUNCH

Keep up to date with program and tour announcements,
giveaways and more!

/travellingfilmfestival
#travellingfilmfestival
Standing Up for Sunny

Judy & Punch

FRIDAY 16 AUG 6:00 PM RECEPTION, 7:00 PM FILM

FRIDAY 30 AUG 6:00 PM RECEPTION, 7:00 PM FILM

Directed by Steve Vidler | Australia | In English | 105 mins | 15+

Directed by Mirrah Foulkes | Australia | In English | 105 mins | 15+

SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2019

SELECTED: OFFICIAL COMPETITION, SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2019

A lively Sydney romantic comedy, starring R J Mitte (Breaking Bad), with a
hilarious script from writer-director Steven Vidler (Blackrock). Mitte, who
has cerebral palsy in real life, gives a winning performance as Travis, a
young man living in a rundown rental with roommate Gordo (a hilarious
performance from Italia Hunt). When Travis loses his maintenance job after
lashing out at bullies, he ends up in a pub, where he puts his withering
sarcasm to good use defending Sunny – a reluctant up-and-comer on the
comedy circuit – from a sexist heckler. Soon Mikey (Sam Reid), the pub’s
owner and Sunny’s overbearing boyfriend, hires Travis to help train Sunny in
the art of the comeback, and naturally sparks ensue – along with romance
and laughs aplenty. Standing Up for Sunny has plenty to say about love, and
living with disability and discrimination.

In a visceral and dynamic live-action reinterpretation of the famous 16th
century puppet show, writer-director Mirrah Foulkes turns the traditional
story of Punch & Judy on its head and brings to life a fierce, darkly comic
and epic female-driven revenge story, starring Mia Wasikowska.

“Tender, clever and very, very funny.” - CINEMAAUSTRLIA

As a non-profit organization, the Travelling Film Festival exists through support from
you—our audience. Your donations are an investment in the Festival’s future and
enable us to keep bringing the best and most important stories from around the
world to Sawtell and Port Macquarie each year.
Make a tax-deductible donation today at sff.org.au/tff/support

In a peculiar and unforgiving town; gripped by a frenzy of witch hunts and
hangings, the townspeople revel in the drama and brutality of the trials and
executions, while Judy and Punch endeavour to use their show to escape,
with their new baby, to loftier means. Unfortunately, Punch succumbs to
the seduction of the local tavern. Despairing at her husband’s weakness,
Judy forces the hungover Punch to focus on his responsibilities and leaves
him to mind their baby for a morning, the repercussions of which are
disastrous for all.
“Mirrah Foulkes’ first directorial feature is a determinedly offbeat, often
delightful mix of satire, whimsy and social critique.” - VARIETY

@travellingfilmfestival

TFF REVIEWS
“One of the best. Love the variety and high standard.”
“Really enjoy the film festival even though I have to travel.
Good excuse to stay in town. Please keep coming.”

Sign up to our eNews or to receive a
print program in the post next year at
sff.org.au/tff

“We look forward to the festival returning year after year.”

APOLLO 11

SLAM

KURSK

NEVER LOOK AWAY

THE BIGGEST LITTLE FARM

YULI

VAI

PHOTOGRAPH

SAT 17 AUG 11:45 AM
PORT MACQUARIE

SAT 17 AUG 2:15 PM
PORT MACQUARIE

SAT 17 AUG 4:30 PM
PORT MACQUARIE

SAT 17 AUG 8:30 PM
PORT MACQUARIE

SUN 18 AUG 11:45 AM
PORT MACQUARIE

SUN 18 AUG 2:30 PM
PORT MACQUARIE

SUN 18 AUG 4:45 PM
PORT MACQUARIE

SUN 18 AUG 7:15 PM
PORT MACQUARIE

SAT 31 AUG 10:00 AM
SAWTELL

Directed by Partho Sen-Gupta | Australia,
France | In English and Arabic with English
subtitles | 115 mins | MA15+

Directed by Thomas Vinterberg | France, Belgium,
Luxembourg | In English | 117 mins | M

SAT 31 AUG 2:30 PM
SAWTELL

SUN 1 SEP 11:45 AM
SAWTELL

Directed by Icíar Bollaín | Spain, Cuba, UK,
Germany | In Spanish and English with English
subtitles | 112 mins | M

SUN 1 SEP 2:00 PM
SAWTELL

SAT 31 AUG 12:15 PM
SAWTELL

Directed by Todd Douglas Miller | USA | In English
| 93 mins | 15+

SELECTED: SFF 2019

Kursk is inspired by the unforgettable true story
of the K-141 Kursk, a Russian flagship nuclearpowered submarine that sank to the bottom of
the Barents sea in August 2000. As 23 sailors
fought for survival aboard the disabled sub,
their families desperately battled bureaucratic
obstacles and impossible odds to find answers
and save them. With intricate camerawork and
a strong cast (including Colin Firth and Matthias
Schoenaerts) director Thomas Vinterberg (The
Commune, The Hunt) takes us through the
heartbreaking situations that occur both below
and above the water, ultimately testing humanity
in the face of tragedy.

SELECTED: SFF 2019
This awe-inspiring documentary delivers a very
real sense of how truly momentous the Apollo
11 mission was. It’s all here – from the colossal
rocket rolling to the launch pad at Florida’s Cape
Canaveral, to the rows of white-shirted men
with black ties watching monitors. And from
Armstrong’s immortal words, to the tense return
to land. The director, in partnership with NASA
and America’s National Archives, sifted through
roughly 11,000 hours of uncatalogued materials.
By using long-forgotten, often large format,
footage, and commentary from the era, the
film puts us right into the action, and conveys a
thrilling picture of how it was experienced at the
time by astronauts, technicians, onlookers and
the media.

“An exceptional, vibrant restoration of neverbefore-seen footage results in one of the most
astounding films about space ever made.”
-GUARDIAN
Screens with short film
PRONE TO THE DRONE

Ameena, a young hijab wearing Australian
of Palestinian origin, disappears one night
after featuring in a slam poetry gathering
in suburban Sydney. Across the world, an
Australian air force fighter is shot down over
Syria and the pilot is captured by IS. The two
unconnected events wreak hell in the quiet
suburban life of Ricky (Tariq, Ameena’s brother)
who runs a neighbourhood hipster café with
his wife Sally. In a climate of distrust and
xenophobia, Ricky is forced to denounce his
sister as an extremist. With his third feature,
writer/director Partho Sen-Gupta delivers a
tense thriller that explores generational conflict
and packs a powerful punch.
“Slam is at its best when simply observing,
especially as Partho Sen-Gupta, now living in
Australia himself, notices things that others
would rather just skim over – like the kind of
racism that blends right in with everyday life, so
well that you hardly notice it any more”

SELECTED: SFF 2019

“Thomas Vinterberg’s skillful recreation of the
2000 disaster that saw 118 men die is a film that
bristles with rage and sadness..”
-THE GUARDIAN

-CINEUROPA

Directed by Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck
| Germany | In German with English subtitles |
189 mins | M
SELECTED: SFF 2019
Inspired by the life of revered artist Gerhard
Richter, the film follows Kurt from his childhood
in Nazi Germany, to his life as a young artist
trained to capture the bravery of the working
class of East Germany, to someone struggling
to find his particular artistic vision when he
enjoys freedom of expression in West Germany.
At the story’s centre is a beautiful and tragic
love story, beginning when Kurt falls in love
with fellow student Ellie (Paula Beer, Transit,
SFF 2018). Though very much in love, Ellie’s
father Professor Seeband (Sebastian Koch, The
Lives of Others) objects to the relationship and
is determined to bring it to an end. Carefully
interweaving the romance with three key areas
of German history, we witness how this love,
and this history, affect Kurt as an artist who
finally finds his own true path.
“Mesmerizing, compulsively watchable.. This
meditation on art, memory and meaning is yet
another deep-dive into the power psyche of the
filmmaker’s native Germany.”
-WASHINGTON POST

Directed by John Chester | USA | In English |
91 mins | PG
SELECTED: SFF 2019
WINNER: 11 FESTIVAL AWARDS

SELECTED: SFF 2019
WINNER: JURY PRIZE, SAN SEBASTIAN FILM
FESTIVAL 2018
A visual treat for ballet fans, this inspiring true
story follows UK Royal Ballet’s first black dancer,
Carlos Acosta, combining a loving account of
his upbringing in his native Havana with glorious
dance sequences that flesh out his life story.
We follow Acosta’s impoverished childhood, his
early struggles with his monumental talent and
his stormy relationship with his father, who was
as abusive as he was proud of his son’s career.
With his Acosta’s legendary grace and power are
lovingly depicted here by Icíar Bollaín ( The Olive
Tree, Take My Eyes ) Acosta, although worldfamous, never forgot his roots – as demonstrated
by the film’s unflinching commentary on racism,
classism and politics.

It all started with rescue dog, Todd. He just
didn’t like living downtown, so cameraman
John and caterer Molly decided to up sticks and
move to a rundown homestead an hour outside
the city. Their aim was to farm in harmony with
nature – but the snails, coyotes and bugs etc.,
had other ideas. Restoring the soil, fighting
off infestations, nursing pregnant pigs, coping
with fire and drought – it’s all in a day’s work
for the determined couple. By year eight, the
natural world is rebounding – barn owls, bobcats,
gopher snakes and more – and Apricot Lane
Farm is alive with infinite possibilities. Beautifully
crafted, The Biggest Little Farm is an ode to
goodhearted idealism and the beauty of the
natural world.
“Epic attempt to create sustainable farm is
gorgeous, devastating, and educational.”

“This energetic account of the life of the
electrifying Cuban never shies away from the
truth about his tough upbringing.”

-INDIEWIRE

-THE GUARDIAN

Directed by Becs Arahanga, Nicole Whippy, ‘OfaKi-Levuka Guttenbeil-Likiliki, Matasila Freshwater,
Amberley Jo Aumua, Miria George, Marina
Alofagia McCartney, Diana Fuemana | New
Zealand | In Fijian, Tongan, Roviana (Solomon
Islands) Samoan, Cook Islands Māori, Niuean,
English and Maori (NZ) with English subtitles |
90 mins | 15+
SELECTED: SFF 2019
This beautiful-looking anthology was shot in
seven different Pacific countries – Fiji, Tonga,
Solomon Islands, Kuki Airani (Cook Islands),
Samoa, Niue and Aotearoa (New Zealand). In
each location, a different Indigenous actress
plays Vai at singular stages in her life, over a
single day: beginning as a seven-year-old girl in
Fiji (Mereani Tui Matanisiga) and ending in New
Zealand as a great-grandmother (Hintu Dell) to
the next generation. Producers Kerry Warkia and
Kiel McNaughton (the team that created Waru)
have assembled an impressive team of directors
and actors to deliver a delightful, passionate
portrait of an environment, culture, community
and its womenfolk.

Directed by Ritesh Batra | India, USA, Germany
| In Hindi, Gujarati and English with English
subtitles | 110 mins | All Ages
SELECTED: SFF 2019
Nawazuddin Siddqui ( The Lunchbox, Lion )
is Rafi, a street photographer in frenzied
Mumbai, snapping improvised portraits for
tourists at the city’s landmarks. When his
ailing grandmother—who has always hoped
that Rafi would start a family—comes to
visit, he scrambles to appease her. A chance
encounter with kind-hearted and lonely Miloni
offers the perfect opportunity, since she is
happy to play along when Rafi asks her to
be his pretend companion. A film based on
beautifully resonant moments, Director Ritesh
Batra beautifully captures the thin line between
hypothetical and real, longing and nostalgia.
“A lovely ending, feels like a throwback to the
old-fashioned big screen romances of yore.”
-SCREEN INTERNATIONAL

“A visually sunny yet poetically sorrowful
portmanteau feature.”
-VARIETY

Screens with short film
DELUGE

STANDING UP FOR SUNNY

BELLBIRD

DAFFODILS

DELUGE

THE FINAL QUARTER

TRAVELLING FILM FESTIVAL

MID NORTH COAST
Directed by Cloudy Rhodes | Australia 12 mins | 15+

SAT 31 AUG 6:30 PM
SAWTELL

Directed by Steve Vidler I
Australia | In English | 105 mins |
15+
SELECTED: SFF 2019
A lively Sydney romantic comedy, starring
RJ Mitte (Breaking Bad), with a hilarious script
from writer-director Steven Vidler (Blackrock).
Mitte, who has cerebral palsy in real life, gives
a winning performance as Travis, a young
man living in a rundown rental with roommate
Gordo (a hilarious performance from Italia
Hunt). When Travis loses his maintenance job
after lashing out at bullies, he ends up in a pub,
where he puts his withering sarcasm to good
use defending Sunny – a reluctant up-andcomer on the comedy circuit – from a sexist
heckler. Soon Mikey (Sam Reid), the pub’s
owner and Sunny’s overbearing boyfriend,
hires Travis to help train Sunny in the art of the
comeback, and naturally sparks ensue – along
with romance and laughs aplenty.
“Tender, clever and very, very funny.”
-THE CINEMAAUSTRLIA
Screens with short film
MAGNETIC

SUN 1 SEP 4:00 PM
SAWTELL

Directed by Hamish Bennett I New Zealand |
In English | 96 mins | M
SELECTED: SFF 2019
Inspired by his own childhood neighbours,
director Hamish Bennett (Ross & Beth) follows
Ross (Marshall Napier, The Light Between
Oceans, Babe), a largely silent man who farms
his land alongside his far more exuberant wife
Beth (Annie Whittle). When Beth suddenly
dies, Ross is crushed but incapable of
displaying his emotions. His son Bruce (Cohen
Holloway, Hunt for the Wilderpeople, The
Breaker Upperers) moves back in and tries to
help, but is not suited to the farming life and
also has great difficulties in expressing himself.
Perfectly capturing love, loyalty and reliance
in all the little moments whether buried under
layers of cheeky banter or cow shit, Bennett
brings a gracious tenderness in this exquisite,
gentle film.
“An understated drama with an open heart and
a lithe sense of humour.”
-SCREEN INTERNATIONAL

SUN 1 SEP 6:30 PM
SAWTELL

Directed by David Stubbs I New Zealand |
In English | 93 mins | M
SELECTED: SFF 2019
New Zealand pop star Kimbra is Maisie, a
singer whose dying father (George Mason)
opens up about his life, joys and sorrows of
his relationship with her mother (Rose McIver,
iZombie ). Moved by his revelations, Maisie
guides us through her parents’ wistful story
with covers of beloved Kiwi classic songs
by artists like Dave Dobbyn, Bic Runga, The
Mutton Birds and Crowded House. The songs
frame a tale that begins with a whirlwind teen
romance in 1966 and continues through years
of ups and downs, hard times and heartbreak.
Filled with nostalgia for New Zealand life in the
’60s, ’70s and ’80s.
“A delightful romp through the decades and
it’s easy to get caught up in this bittersweet
love story.”
-NEW ZEALAND HERALD

SAWTELL
30 AUG - 1 SEP

SELECTED: SFF 2019
Inside a religious commune, one woman is held
responsible for rising waters and diminishing food
- during her trial, three women must and speak
their truth before it’s too late.

PRONE TO THE DRONE

Directed by Daisy Montalvo | Australia 12 mins |
15+
SELECTED: SFF 2019
Sam spends his days working in sweltering heat
and nights isolated from the world - every day’s
the same until a drone drops into his backyard.

MAGNETIC

Directed by Nicole Delprado | Australia
14 mins | 15+
A young woman walks the fine line between mental
illness, creativity and identity, as her road to
diagnosis jumps from cured to complicated.

SUNDAY 18 AUG 10:00 AM | PORT MACQUARIE
SUNDAY 1 SEP 10:00 AM | SAWTELL

Majestic Cinemas
25 First Avenue
Sawtell NSW 2452
Further info and bookings:
sff.org.au/sawtell
(02) 8220 6600

Directed by Ian Darling | Australia | In English | 75 mins | PG
SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2019
The Indigenous leader and Sydney Swans player became a lightning rod for
an intense public debate and widespread media commentary that divided
the country. In the last three years of his career, Goodes was named
Australian of the Year, accused of staging for free kicks, and performed an
on-field war dance celebration. When the football crowds turned on him,
the Brownlow medallist left his beloved game. Director Ian Darling’s (Suzy
and the Simple Man, SFF 2016) film is crafted using only archival footage
aired at the time, which has been expertly edited: a technique seen most
recently in documentaries such as Amy and Senna. The result is a powerful
film that holds a mirror to Australia and suggests we reconsider what
happened on and off the football field.
“Despite much of the material being confronting, The Final Quarter is also
inspiring, with a message that each of us will be remembered ultimately for
two things: what we say and what we do.” - THE GUARDIAN

PORT MACQUARIE
16 AUG - 18 AUG

Majestic Cinemas
Cnr Horton & Clarence Streets
Port Macquarie NSW 2444
Further info and bookings:
sff.org.au/portmacquarie
(02) 8220 6600

